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The linear optical creation of Gaussian cluster states, a potential resource for universal quantum computa-
tion, is investigated. First, using Bloch-Messiah reduction, we show how to achieve canonical cluster-state
generation, otherwise based on pairwise acting quantum nondemolition gates, by off-line squeezers and beam
splitters. Moreover, we find that, in terms of squeezing resources, the canonical states are rather wasteful.
Hence we propose a systematic way to create a whole family of cluster-type states, including potentially
cheaper states. Any given cluster �or graph� state can be realized this way. As an example, we consider a
protocol in which a single-mode quantum state propagates through a multiple-rail cluster. Such a redundant
encoding may reduce errors due to finite squeezing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The cluster-state model for quantum computation �1� is a
conceptually interesting alternative to the more conventional
circuit model �2�. Once a suitable multiparty entangled clus-
ter state has been prepared, universal quantum gates can be
effected through the cluster via only single-party projective
measurements and feedforward. Though originally based
upon qubits, the cluster-state model can be also applied to
other discrete-variable systems �qudits� �3–5� as well as to
continuous quantum variables �6�.

Linear optics represents one of the most practical ap-
proaches to the realization of quantum information protocols,
both for discrete-variable �DV� �7� and continuous-variable
�CV� implementations �8�. In the DV case, efficient entan-
gling gates cannot be achieved with single photons and linear
optics. Nonetheless, probabilistic gates can be applied off-
line to an entangled multiphoton state that eventually serves
as a resource for the online computation �9�. A similar ap-
proach uses DV photonic cluster states, leading to a signifi-
cant reduction in the resource consumption �10,11�. How-
ever, the generation of the optical cluster states remains
highly probabilistic in this case.

Although up to six-qubit single-photon cluster states have
been created via postselection using nonlinear and linear op-
tics �12,13�, a possible deterministic, unconditional realiza-
tion of optical cluster states would be based on continuous
variables. Here, the resources are squeezed states of light and
the Gaussian cluster states may be created via quadratic
quantum nondemolition �QND� interactions �14�. These in-
teractions, however, cannot be realized through beam split-
ters alone. Additional “online” squeezers are needed for ev-
ery single link of the cluster state, again rendering the
mechanism for cluster generation rather inefficient with cur-
rent technology. Moreover, the squeezing of the resource
states will always be finite, inevitably resulting in errors in
the cluster computation. In this paper, we will address both

issues: the avoidance of online squeezing in cluster-state
generation and the reduction of finite-squeezing-induced er-
rors in cluster-state computation.

When Gaussian cluster states are to be used for universal
quantum computation, continuous-variable homodyne mea-
surements will not be sufficient. Universality in this case
requires a nonlinear element, corresponding to an at least
cubic interaction in terms of the optical mode operators �15�.
In Gaussian cluster-state computation, this nonlinear element
can be absorbed into the measurement apparatus in the form
of a single non-Gaussian projective measurement �6�, for in-
stance, photon number detection. The cluster state itself re-
mains Gaussian, thus representing a potential resource for
universal quantum computation. The aim of this work is to
propose practical and economical ways to create an arbitrary
Gaussian cluster state �or, more generally, an arbitrary
Gaussian graph state�. Only off-line squeezed resource
states, but no additional online squeezing transformations
shall be used. Moreover, a certain degree of cluster-type
quantum correlations should be obtained from as little off-
line squeezing as possible.

First, using Bloch-Messiah reduction �16�, we will show
how to generate a canonical cluster state, as originally de-
fined through QND-type entangling interactions �6,14�, by
off-line squeezers and beam splitters. As a second step, we
consider a whole family of Gaussian cluster-type states, de-
fined via cluster-type quadrature correlations in the infinite-
squeezing limit; this family includes the original, canonical
cluster states as a special case. We then propose a systematic
way on how to build alternative cluster-type states from po-
tentially cheaper squeezing resources �with, on average,
lower squeezing levels� than needed for the canonical states.

In the resulting linear-optics schemes, the resource states
require correspondingly more squeezing to compensate for
the lack of extra squeezing in the beam-splitter network that
replaces the QND coupling of the cluster nodes. Nonethe-
less, the main feature of the canonical QND-made clusters,
namely, cluster-type quadrature correlations, can still be
achieved. As an example, we consider a cluster-based proto-
col in which a single-mode quantum state is teleported*vanloock@nii.ac.jp
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through a “multiple-rail cluster” instead of the usual, linear,
single-rail cluster. We show that via this multiple-rail encod-
ing, the excess noise in one phase-space variable can be sup-
pressed to an arbitrary extent, provided the redundant encod-
ing is achieved using additional QND gates. However, as the
QND gates are not freely available, every additional path of
the multiple-rail cluster would require extra squeezing for
the generation of the larger clusters. Therefore, we will also
discuss a potential application of multiple-rail encoding to
the cheaper, linear-optics-made cluster-type states.

The plan of the paper is as follows. First, in Sec. II, we
define Gaussian cluster-type states in analogy to qubit cluster
states. In Sec. III, we will derive a linear-optics generation
scheme for the canonical Gaussian cluster states, as defined
in terms of QND interactions. The scheme for canonical
cluster-state generation is then extended to a more general
linear-optics cluster-creation algorithm. This extension, de-
scribed in Sec. IV, leads to a set of geometrical vector con-
ditions sufficient for the linear-optics generation of cluster-
type states. Finally, in Sec. V, we will discuss the example of
a cluster-state protocol using multiple-rail clusters.

II. CLUSTER-TYPE STATES

We define cluster-type �graph-type� states as those multi-
mode Gaussian states for which certain quadrature correla-
tions become perfect in the limit of infinite squeezing,

�p̂a − �
b�Na

x̂b� → 0, a � G . �1�

More precisely, in this limit, the N-mode graph state be-
comes a simultaneous zero eigenstate of the N linear combi-
nations in Eq. �1�. Here we use the dimensionless “position”
and “momentum” operators x̂ and p̂, corresponding to the
quadratures of an optical mode with annihilation operator â
= x̂+ ip̂. The modes a�G correspond to the vertices of the
graph, while the modes b�Na are the nearest neighbors of
mode a.

Perfect correlations uniquely define the corresponding
graph state. This definition is analogous to the DV case,
where, for qubits, a graph state may be defined via its stabi-
lizer group �17�. For a given graph, the stabilizer group can
be generated by a set of operators for which the graph state is
a common eigenvector with eigenvalue equal to unity. For
qubits, this set corresponds to ��̂x

�a�	b�Na
�̂z

�b�
, with the usual
Pauli operators �̂x

�a� and �̂z
�a� for every qubit node a.

In order to obtain an analogous set of operators for con-
tinuous variables, one can start with every optical mode,
representing the vertices of the graph, in an infinitely
squeezed zero-momentum eigenstate �p=0�. This initial state

�p=0��N is stabilized by the set �X̂a�sa�
, with the Weyl-

Heisenberg �WH� operator X̂�s�e−2isp̂, s�R, describing
position displacements. Using the canonical generation of
CV cluster states in terms of QND-type �continuous-variable
CZ �6�� gates, e2ix̂� x̂, pairwise acting upon the input modes
�p=0�, the stabilizer group of the resulting graph is generated

by the set �X̂a�sa�	b�Na
Ẑb�sa�
, with the momentum displace-

ment WH operator Ẑ�t�e2itx̂, t�R. This set can be rewrit-
ten as

X̂a�sa� 	
b�Na

Ẑb�sa� = e−2isap̂a 	
b�Na

e2isax̂b = e−2isa�p̂a−�b�Na
x̂b�.

�2�

Now applying the stabilizer condition to a given graph state
�G�,

e−2isa�p̂a−�b�Na
x̂b��G� = �G� ∀ sa � R, ∀ a � G , �3�

immediately leads to the definition in Eq. �1�. This definition
covers all Gaussian states which, in the infinite-squeezing
limit, become zero eigenstates of all those quadrature com-
binations that generate the stabilizer group of the corre-
sponding graph. Here, the zero eigenstates are the represen-
tatives for a given graph. More generally, one may define CV
graph states as common eigenstates of the corresponding
quadrature combinations. This definition means that the vari-
ance of the quadrature combinations vanishes in the limit of
infinite squeezing, Var�p̂a−�b�Na

x̂b�→0, a�G.

III. CANONICAL CLUSTER STATES VIA LINEAR OPTICS

The canonical way to build CV cluster states would be to
send a number of single-mode squeezed states through a cor-
responding network of QND gates �6,14�. Each individual
QND gate could be realized via two beam splitters and a pair
of online squeezers �16�. However, by including the initial
single-mode squeezers into the QND network, the resulting
total circuit corresponds to a big quadratic Hamiltonian ap-
plied to a number of vacuum modes. This total transforma-
tion can be decomposed into a linear-optics circuit followed
by single-mode squeezers and a second linear-optics circuit
�16�, where the first linear-optics circuit has no effect on the
vacuum modes. Eventually one has just one linear circuit
applied to a number of single-mode squeezed states; in prin-
ciple, this works for any cluster �or graph� state. Let us ex-
plain this in a little more detail.

The canonical generation of CV cluster states �14� from
momentum-squeezed vacuum modes via QND-type interac-
tions can be described by x̂a�= x̂a and p̂a�= p̂a+�b�Na

x̂b, where
x̂a=e+rx̂a

�0� and p̂a=e−rp̂a
�0�, ∀ a�G, with vacuum modes la-

beled by superscript �0�. Note that, according to Eq. �1�, the
canonical cluster states become perfectly correlated for r
→�. Now we have the following linear Bogoliubov �LUBO�
transformation:

âa� = x̂a� + ip̂a� = x̂a + i�p̂a + �
b�Na

x̂b�
= e+rx̂a

�0� + i�e−rp̂a
�0� + �

b�Na

e+rx̂b
�0��

=! �
l�G

Aalâl
�0� + Balâl

�0�†

= �
l�G

�Aal + Bal�x̂l
�0� + i�Aal − Bal�p̂l

�0�, �4�

using âl
�0�= x̂l

�0�+ ip̂l
�0�. From this we can extract the LUBO
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matrix elements for canonical cluster generation,

Aaa = cosh r, Baa = sinh r ,

Aab = Bab = �i/2�e+r, ∀ b � Na,

Aal = Bal = 0, ∀ l � Na �l � a� . �5�

Note that the input modes of this LUBO transformation are
vacuum modes instead of the squeezed input modes of the
QND network. This is crucial in order to eliminate the first
linear-optics circuit in the decomposition of the LUBO trans-
formation into beam splitters and squeezers, as we describe
now.

Let us decompose the LUBO transformation of Eq. �5�
into a linear-optics circuit V†, a set of single-mode squeezers,
and another linear-optics circuit U �16�. This is achieved by
exploiting that AA† and BB† are Hermitian and commute,
and hence can be simultaneously diagonalized in the same
basis described by a unitary matrix U. Similarly, �B†B�T and
A†A shall be simultaneously diagonalized through the unitary
matrix V. In addition, using the singular value decomposition
for A and B, we have to satisfy

V = A†UAD
−1 = BTU*BD

−1, �6�

U = AVAD
−1 = BV*BD

−1, �7�

for the unitary matrices U and V. Here AD
2 is the diagonalized

version of AA† and A†A; similarly, we use BD
2 for BB† and

�B†B�T. Here, for example, Eq. �6� leads to the matrix ele-
ments

Val = �Ual cosh r − �i/2�e+r �
b�Na

Ubl����l
A

= �Ual
* sinh r + �i/2�e+r �

b�Na

Ubl
* ����l

B, �8�

where ��l
A are the singular values of A and similarly for B.

The singular values will determine the strength of the single-
mode squeezers. By rewriting Eq. �8� in terms of the real and
imaginary parts of Ual, we obtain

Im Ual − Cl�r� �
b�Na

Re Ubl = 0, ∀ a,l � G , �9�

with

Re Ual�Dl�r� − MNa
� − �

b�Na

�
k�Nb,k�a

Re Ukl = 0, �10�

where

Cl�r� 

e+r

2
���l

A + ��l
B�

��l
A sinh r + ��l

B cosh r
, �11�

Dl�r���l
B cosh2 r−�l

A sinh2 r� / �e+2r��l
A−�l

B� /4�, and
Re UalRe�Ual�, etc.; MNa

represents the number of nearest
neighbors of mode a. The double sum in Eq. �10� sums over
all second neighbors of mode a �including multiple counting
of identical neighbors of the nearest neighbors of mode a�.

Equation �9� can be incorporated into the column vectors of
U,

u� l �
�1l + iCl�r� �

b�N1

�bl

�2l + iCl�r� �
b�N2

�bl

¯

�Nl + iCl�r� �
b�NN

�bl
� , �12�

using Re Ukl�kl, with the constraints of Eq. �10�, and
�l�u� l�k�u� l�k�

* =�kk� for unitarity. These conditions automati-
cally satisfy A=UADV† and B=UBDVT, where the diagonal
matrices AD and BD contain the corresponding singular val-
ues. Thus, we effectively constructed a linear-optics circuit U
that exactly outputs the canonical cluster states when applied
to the off-line squeezed input modes with squeezed quadra-
tures

x̂l = ���l
A + ��l

B�x̂l
�0�  e+Rlx̂l

�0�,

p̂l = ���l
A − ��l

B�p̂l
�0�  e−Rlp̂l

�0�. �13�

The vacuum modes âl
�0�= x̂l

�0�+ ip̂l
�0� are “redefined” vacuum

modes after the first linear-optics circuit V† that has no effect.
Let us consider the example of the canonical two-mode

cluster state. It corresponds to two momentum-squeezed
modes �squeezed by r� coupled through a quadratic QND
gate e2ix̂� x̂ �see Fig. 1�a��. In this case, we have �l

A

cosh2 r+e+2r /4, �l
Bsinh2 r+e+2r /4, C1�r�=C2�r�

C−1�r�, and Dl�r�1. Thus, in the equivalent linear-optics
scheme �Fig. 1�d��, two equally squeezed modes, corre-
sponding to Eqs. �13� with l=1,2, are combined at a beam
splitter described by U with column vectors as in Eq. �12�,
l=1,2, N=2; the constraints in Eq. �10� are always satisfied.

A possible solution for U, choosing �12=�21=0, is

FIG. 1. Different generation schemes for a canonical two-mode
cluster state. The input modes are always vacuum modes: �a� ca-
nonical generation via QND interaction; �b� QND gate replaced by
a beam splitter �BS�, two on-line squeezers, and another beam split-
ter �16�; �c� generation of a standard two-mode squeezed state �via
two squeezers and a beam splitter� plus two local squeezers �18�;
�d� simplest generation scheme with the QND gate replaced by a
beam splitter.
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U =
1

�1 + C2�r�
�C�r� i

i C�r�
� . �14�

Each input mode is momentum squeezed with Rl=ln���l
A

+��l
B�R. For r=0, we obtain �l

A5/4 and �l
B1/4, and

thus R=ln��1+�5� /2�. This is the residual squeezing coming
from the QND gate, which is now additionally applied off-
line before the beam splitter. Note that the QND gate here is
not simply replaced by a beam splitter followed by two
single-mode squeezers and another beam splitter �16�, all
together applied to two initial squeezed states �Fig. 1�b��.
Instead, the circuit is further simplified, and only one pair of
squeezers followed by one beam splitter operation act upon
initial vacuum modes.

However, the canonical two-mode cluster state is rather
wasteful in terms of squeezing resources. The most economi-
cal two-mode entangled state would be a standard two-mode
squeezed state �TMSS� built from two single-mode squeezed
states with a 50/50 beam splitter. Like any pure Gaussian
two-mode state �18�, also the canonical two-mode cluster
state can be obtained from a TMSS via local Gaussian trans-
formations, including local squeezers �Fig. 1�c��.

Comparing resources, for example, an excess noise of one
vacuum unit in the quadrature correlations p̂1− x̂2 and p̂2
− x̂1 can be achieved with a TMSS built from two 3 dB
squeezed states �see next section�. The canonical two-mode
cluster state with these correlations �r=0�, would require two
4.18 dB squeezed states combined at the asymmetric beam
splitter in Eq. �14�. In general, the canonical N-mode cluster
states are always biased in x and p �19�, �x̂a

2�=e+2r� �p̂a
2�

=e−2r+MNa
e+2r, unnecessarily requiring extra local squeez-

ing to achieve a certain degree of correlations and entangle-
ment; they cannot be obtained from N-mode pure Gaussian
states in standard form �20� without the use of local squeez-
ers. In the following, we shall consider a whole family of
states producible via linear optics and exhibiting cluster-type
correlations. This family will include states cheaper than the
canonical cluster states.

IV. GENERAL CLUSTER-TYPE STATES
VIA LINEAR OPTICS

In order to create states with correlations as in Eq. �1� via
linear optics, we consider p-squeezed input modes âl

=e+Rlx̂l
�0�+ ie−Rlp̂l

�0�, and a general linear-optics transforma-
tion âk�=�lUklâl, with a unitary matrix U. From this we ob-
tain the output quadrature operators

x̂k� = �
l

�Re Ukle
+Rlx̂l

�0� − Im Ukle
−Rlp̂l

�0�� ,

p̂k� = �
l

�Im Ukle
+Rlx̂l

�0� + Re Ukle
−Rlp̂l

�0�� , �15�

where âk�= x̂k�+ ip̂k�. In order to satisfy the condition in Eq. �1�,
we assume the large noise terms �those proportional to e+Rl�
cancel such that

�
l

Im Uale
+Rlx̂l

�0� − �
b�Na

�
l

Re Uble
+Rlx̂l

�0� = 0, �16�

∀ a�G. This is possible if and only if

Im Ual − �
b�Na

Re Ubl = 0, ∀ a,l � G . �17�

After inserting these conditions into the excess noise terms
�those that vanish for infinite squeezing Rl→��, we find that
each quadrature combination of Eq. �1�, labeled by a for a
given graph G, becomes

p̂a
G − �

b�Na

x̂b
G = �

l

Re Ual�1 + MNa
�e−Rlp̂l

�0�

+ �
l

�
b�Na

�
k�Nb,k�a

Re Ukle
−Rlp̂l

�0�. �18�

The corresponding excess noise variance for a quadrature
combination a can then be written as

�
l
�Re Ual�1 + MNa

� + �
b�Na

�
k�Nb,k�a

Re Ukl�2
e−2Rl,

�19�

times one unit of vacuum quadrature noise �1/4 in our
scales� which we omit in the following. These excess noises
will lead to the errors in the cluster computation �6�. Let us
consider two-mode cluster-type states.

Look at the simple circuit described by

U = �1 0

0 i
��

1
�2

1
�2

1
�2

−
1
�2
��1 0

0 i
� =�

1
�2

i
�2

i
�2

1
�2
� ,

�20�

applied to two momentum-squeezed modes. The circuit is a
50/50 beam splitter with Fourier transforms of mode 2 before
and after the beam splitter. It clearly satisfies the conditions
in Eq. �17�,

Im U11 = Re U21, Im U12 = Re U22,

Im U21 = Re U11, Im U22 = Re U12. �21�

The resulting state is the standard TMSS up to a local Fou-
rier transform of mode 2. No extra local squeezers are
needed to obtain this cluster-type state from standard two-
mode entanglement. According to Eq. �19�, the excess noises
in the cluster-type correlations are 2e−2R1 in p̂1− x̂2 and
2e−2R2 in p̂2− x̂1, corresponding to the optimal entanglement
for a given input squeezing R1=R2. Note that the solutions in
Eqs. �20� and �14� coincide for r→� when C�r�→1.

We can now recast the conditions in Eq. �17� in terms of
a set of geometrical vector conditions. Incorporating Eq. �17�
into the column vectors of U leads to
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u� l �
�1l + i �

b�N1

�bl

�2l + i �
b�N2

�bl

¯

�Nl + i �
b�NN

�bl
� , �22�

with �l�u� l�k�u� l�k�
* =�kk� for unitarity, and again Re Ukl�kl.

Using this formalism, for any given graph state, one obtains
a set of geometrical conditions for N real vectors �� k

T

��k1 ,�k2 , . . . ,�kN�. For instance, a linear four-mode cluster
state has

�� 1�� 3 = �� 2�� 4 = − 1/5,

�� 1�� 2 = �� 1�� 4 = �� 2�� 3 = �� 3�� 4 = 0,

��� 1� = ��� 4� = 3/5, ��� 2� = ��� 3� = 2/5, �23�

achievable, for example, with

�� 1
T = �1/�2,1/�10,0,0� ,

�� 2
T = �0,0,− 2/�10,0� ,

�� 3
T = �0,− 2/�10,0,0� ,

�� 4
T = �0,0,1/�10,− 1/�2� . �24�

This, together with Eq. �22�, where we set N=4, defines a
possible solution U.

In general, any four-mode transformation U can be de-
composed into a network of 4�4−1� /2=6 beam splitters
�21�. However, for the linear four-mode cluster, there is a
minimal decomposition of U into a network of only three
beam splitters,

U = F4S12F1
†B34

+ �1/�2�B12
+ �− 1/�2�B23

− �1/�5�F3
†F4

†. �25�

Here, Fk �Fourier transform of mode k� is the four-mode
identity matrix I4 except �Fk�kk= i, Bkl

± �t� �beam splitter trans-
formation of modes k and l� equals I4 except �Bkl

± �kk= t,
�Bkl

± �kl=�1− t2, �Bkl
± �lk= ±�1− t2, and �Bkl

± �ll= � t, and the ma-
trix S12 swaps modes 1 and 2.

Similarly, one can find linear-optics solutions for other
cluster-type states �Fig. 2�, including T-shape and cross-
shape clusters, exhibiting “GHZ-type” correlations �22� up to
local Fourier transforms. The example of a nonlinear six-
mode cluster in Fig. 2�a� �a potential resource for two-mode
evolutions� leads to two orthogonal subspaces ��� k ,�� l ,�� m

with �k , l ,m
= �1,3 ,5
 and �k , l ,m
= �6,4 ,2
, where

�� k�� l = − 3/10, �� k�� m = �� l�� m = − 1/10,

��� k� = ��� l� = 7/10, ��� m� = 3/10. �26�

A possible solution is

�� 1
T = �1/�5,1/�2,0,0,0,0� ,

�� 2
T = �0,0,0,− 1/�20,0,1/2� ,

�� 3
T = �1/�5,− 1/�2,0,0,0,0� ,

�� 4
T = �0,0,0,1/�5,1/�2,0� ,

�� 5
T = �− 1/�20,0,1/2,0,0,0� ,

�� 6
T = �0,0,0,1/�5,− 1/�2,0� . �27�

In general, using the geometrical conditions for N
N-dimensional vectors, solutions can be recursively con-
structed for any graph state: start with �� 1

T= ��11,0 ,0 , . . . � de-
termined by the norm ��� 1�, then �� 2

T= ��21,�22,0 , . . . � given
by the overlap �� 1�� 2 and the norm ��� 2�, �� 3

T

= ��31,�32,�33, . . . � via �� 1�� 3, �� 2�� 3, and ��� 3�, etc. Let us
discuss another example in the following section.

V. EXAMPLE: REDUNDANT ENCODING
FOR ERROR FILTRATION

As an application of our approach, we consider cluster
states based on a redundant encoding �“multiple-rail encod-
ing”�. We will argue that under certain circumstances, this
could be useful for error filtration in a Gaussian cluster com-
putation protocol �6�. For this purpose, we discuss the propa-
gation of a single-mode quantum state through a multiple-
rail cluster. We can then analyze the effect of this kind of
encoding on the excess noise of the teleported state and
hence on the fidelity of the state transmission through the
cluster.

For an actual cluster-state computation �6�, the simple
state transmission through the cluster would become a state
transformation �a gate�, where the input state is transformed
at every measurement step by choosing an appropriate mea-
surement basis. In this case, the distortion of the input state
for a finitely squeezed cluster would depend on the particular
gate to be realized. Here, for our analysis of noise reduction
via redundant encoding, we will only consider the simple
case of state transmission through the cluster.

A simple cluster protocol would be to teleport an input
mode onto mode 1 of a “diamond state” and from there to
mode 4 �Fig. 3�b��. For simplicity, we assume that the input
mode is attached to mode 1 through the QND gate e2ix̂in� x̂1

1 2 3 4 1 2 3

a) b)

1 2

1 2 3

4

1 3 5

4

2

1 2 3

4 5 6

FIG. 2. �Color online� Examples of cluster-type states produc-
ible via linear optics; each optical mode or cluster node a is repre-
sented by a vector �� a �see text�: �a� linear four-mode cluster, non-
linear six-mode cluster; �b� “EPR/GHZ-type” �22� clusters: linear
two- and three-mode clusters, T-shape, and cross-shape clusters.
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such that p̂1→ p̂1+ x̂in and p̂in→ p̂in+ x̂1; x̂1 and x̂in remain
unchanged. Now p measurements of the input mode and
modes 1–3 �with results sin, s1¯3� would transform mode 4
into the input state up to some known corrections and excess
noise coming from the imperfect diamond state. After the

correction operation F̂†X̂�−sin�F̂†X̂�−s1�F̂†X̂�−�s2+s3� /2�,
with an inverse Fourier transform operator F̂† acting as x̂

→ p̂ and p̂→−x̂, and x displacements X̂�s� such that x̂→ x̂
+s, mode 4 is described by

x̂out = x̂in + �p̂1 − x̂2 − x̂3� − �p̂4 − x̂2 − x̂3� ,

p̂out = p̂in − �p̂2 − x̂1 − x̂4�/2 − �p̂3 − x̂1 − x̂4�/2. �28�

Here, p̂in and p̂1 correspond to the momentum operators of
the input mode and mode 1 of the diamond state before the
QND coupling.

We see that the imperfect teleportation fidelities depend
on the correlations of the diamond state, Eq. �1� with Fig.
3�b�. Only for infinite squeezing, the unwanted terms in Eq.
�28� vanish and the input state appears at the output with unit
fidelity. Note that this unit-fidelity transmission can be
achieved with any cluster-type state that exhibits the corre-
sponding correlations, Eq. �1� with Fig. 3�b�, in the limit of
infinite squeezing. Let us now discuss the case of finitely
squeezed resource states in more detail. First, we consider
QND-made cluster states.

If we had QND gates freely available, we could perform
the entire teleportation protocol using these gates, including
creation of the diamond state. In this case, the x̂-excess
noise in the teleported mode of Eq. �28� would corre-
spond to Var��p̂1− x̂2− x̂3�− �p̂4− x̂2− x̂3��=Var�e−r�p̂1

�0�

− p̂4
�0���=2e−2r. �Here, and in what follows, we again omit the

factor of 1 /4 for a quadrature vacuum variance.� The
p̂-excess noise becomes Var��p̂2− x̂1− x̂4� /2+ �p̂3− x̂1

− x̂4� /2�=Var�e−r�p̂2
�0�+ p̂3

�0�� /2�=e−2r /2. Let us compare this
with a scheme in which the input state is attached to and
teleported through a linear three-mode cluster �Fig. 3�a��,
with the output quadratures

x̂out = x̂in + �p̂1 − x̂2� − �p̂3 − x̂2� ,

p̂out = p̂in − �p̂2 − x̂1 − x̂3� . �29�

Now the excess noises in x̂ and p̂ are, respectively, Var��p̂1

− x̂2�− �p̂3− x̂2��=Var�e−r�p̂1
�0�− p̂3

�0���=2e−2r and Var�p̂2− x̂1

− x̂3�=Var�e−rp̂2
�0��=e−2r, for a QND-made linear cluster

state.
In comparison to the diamond-based protocol, the excess

noise in x̂ is unchanged. However, the p̂-excess noise is only
half as big in the diamond-based scheme compared to the
protocol with the linear three-mode cluster. Similarly, mul-
tiple paths between modes 1 and N �Fig. 3�c�� result in a
reduction of the p̂ noise,

Var��p̂2 − x̂1 − x̂N�/m + �p̂3 − x̂1 − x̂N�/m

+ ¯ + �p̂N−1 − x̂1 − x̂N�/m� , �30�

scaling as e−2r /m, where m=N−2 is the number of interme-
diate nodes �number of rails� between mode 1 and the output
mode N. The x̂ noise,

Var��p̂1 − x̂2 − x̂3 − ¯ − x̂N−1� − �p̂N − x̂2 − x̂3 − ¯ − x̂N−1�� ,

�31�

will remain unchanged. For example, using six 3 dB
squeezed resource states for multiple-rail encoding, i.e., m
=4 and e−2r=1/2, we obtain one unit of vacuum excess noise
in x̂, but only 1/8 times a vacuum unit excess noise in p̂
�compared to half a vacuum unit excess noise without
multiple-rail encoding�. Thus, we conclude that, with QND
gates freely available, multiple-rail encoding may reduce er-
rors in cluster computation.

A possible scenario for this would be when the quantum
information to be transferred through the cluster is encoded
in such a way that it is less sensitive to errors in x̂ than in p̂
and an asymmetric accumulation of errors in phase space
would be beneficial. Another possibility is that the experi-
mentalist has access to a highly asymmetric supply of
squeezing resources and then uses the largest available
squeezing for the end nodes of the multiple-rail cluster
�modes 1 and N whose squeezing occurs in the x̂ quadrature
noise�. The effect of the smaller squeezing of the remaining
modes could then be suppressed in multiple-rail encoding.

The discussion of the preceding paragraphs raises the
question whether a similar error filtration can be achieved
with multiple-rail graph states built from off-line squeezed
states via linear optics. Obviously, the same error reduction
�scaling as e−2r /m� would occur, when the canonical
multiple-rail clusters are created, using our first algorithm
based on Bloch-Messiah reduction. However, such a scheme
would require higher degrees of squeezing for the cluster
generation, increasing with the number of extra rails �23�.
The larger squeezing could then as well be used directly in a
single-rail scheme and this would trivially achieve smaller
excess noise. Therefore, let us consider the more general
class of multiple-rail clusters, producible via our vector-
based, second algorithm of Sec. IV.

For the diamond cluster state in Fig. 3�b�, the vector con-
ditions become �� 1�� 2=�� 1�� 3=�� 2�� 4=�� 3�� 4=0, �� 2�� 3=�� 1�� 4=
−2/5, and ���� k � �3/5. This can be satisfied, for example,
with

2

a) c)

1 2 3in

b)

1

3

2

4in

1

N-1

Nin

FIG. 3. �Color online� Error propagation when an input state is
attached to and teleported through �a� a linear three-mode cluster;
�b� a four-mode diamond cluster; �c� an N-mode multiple-rail clus-
ter; all clusters can be created by off-line squeezing and linear
optics.
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�� 1
T = �1/�3,− 2/�15,0,0� ,

�� 2
T = �0,0,1/�3,− 2/�15� ,

�� 3
T = �0,0,0,�3/5� ,

�� 4
T = �0,�3/5,0,0� . �32�

Together with Eq. �22� for N=4, this defines a possible so-
lution U, realizable through a network of at most six beam
splitters �21�. Now we attach an input mode to mode 1 of the
linear-optics-made diamond state �using a QND gate� and
teleport it through the cluster to mode 4 �Fig. 3�b��. The
teleportation protocol is the same as described above. Hence
the output quadratures are again given by Eq. �28�. Using Eq.
�18� for the diamond graph, we can calculate the excess
noise in x̂,

Var��p̂1 − x̂2 − x̂3� − �p̂4 − x̂2 − x̂3��

= Var��1/�3�e−R1p̂1
�0� − �5/3e−R2p̂2

�0��

= e−2R1/3 + 5e−2R2/3

= 2e−2R, �33�

up to a vacuum unit factor 1 /4 �again omitted here and in the
following�. For the last equality, we assumed equal squeez-
ing resources, R1=R2R. Note that now the quadrature
combinations are no longer uncorrelated, p̂1− x̂2− x̂3

=�3e−R1p̂1
�0� and p̂4− x̂2− x̂3= �2/�3�e−R1p̂1

�0�+�5/3e−R2p̂2
�0�.

Similarly, the excess noise in p̂ becomes

Var��p̂2 − x̂1 − x̂4�/2 + �p̂3 − x̂1 − x̂4�/2�

= Var��5/�3�e−R3p̂3
�0� + �5/3e−R4p̂4

�0��/4

= �25e−2R3/3 + 5e−2R4/3�/4

= 5e−2R/2, �34�

for equal squeezing R. Let us compare this result with the
excess noises after state transmission through a general
linear-optics-made, single-rail, linear three-mode cluster
�Fig. 3�a��, N=3 and m=1 �24�,

Var��
l

��1l − �3l�e−Rlp̂l
�0�� = ���� 1� + ��� 3� − 2�� 1�� 3�e−2R

= 2e−2R, �35�

and

Var��
l

3�2le
−Rlp̂l

�0�� = 9��� 2�e−2R = 3e−2R,

for x̂ and p̂, respectively. Here we have used Eqs. �29� and
�18�, and assumed equal squeezing, RlR.

We observe that for the diamond-based scheme, the
p̂-excess noise is slightly suppressed, by a factor of 5 /6,
compared to the general single-rail scheme; the x̂-excess
noise again remains unchanged. Thus, we still obtain an ex-
cess noise reduction, but this reduction is smaller than that
for QND-made cluster states. Numerically, we find that for
larger multiple-rail clusters with larger numbers of rails m

=N−2 �24�, the p̂-excess noises are �21/9�e−2R�2.33e−2R

�m=3� and �9/4�e−2R=2.25e−2R �m=4�; the x̂-excess noises
are still unchanged, 2e−2R. We conclude that even using
linear-optics-made multiple-rail clusters some error reduc-
tion may occur. However, an arbitrarily good noise suppres-
sion �in one phase-space variable�, as it is possible with
QND-based redundant encoding, appears to be unattainable
using the general linear-optics scheme of Sec. IV.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we derived various protocols for the creation
of Gaussian cluster �graph� states via linear optics and off-
line squeezing. In these schemes, no online squeezers are
needed. This is in contrast to protocols in which the QND
coupling for every single link of the cluster is simply re-
placed by two beam splitters and two squeezers.

Our first algorithm, based on Bloch-Messiah reduction,
leads to the generation of canonical cluster states, as origi-
nally defined in terms of QND interactions. This algorithm
works for any cluster �graph� state. Using a second, more
general algorithm, expressible in terms of geometrical vector
conditions, a whole family of cluster-type states can be pro-
duced by linear optics. Again, any graph-type state can be
built via this algorithm. The extended family of cluster-type
states contains potentially cheaper states �in terms of squeez-
ing resources� compared to the canonical states. The simplest
example for the different resource costs is the two-mode
cluster state.

Finally, we discussed a cluster-state protocol in which a
single-mode quantum state is transmitted through a multiple-
rail cluster. As long as the multiple-rail clusters are produced
via QND interactions, the redundant encoding of the cluster
states results in a reduction of the finite-squeezing-induced
excess noise in one phase-space variable �to an arbitrary ex-
tent for sufficiently many extra rails�; the excess noise in the
conjugate variable remains unchanged compared to the
single-rail case. The same noise suppression is achieved,
when the canonical multiple-rail clusters are created using
our first algorithm based on Bloch-Messiah reduction. How-
ever, such a scheme would require higher degrees of squeez-
ing for the cluster generation, increasing with the number of
extra rails. The larger squeezing could then as well be used
directly in a single-rail scheme. When the multiple-rail clus-
ters are produced according to our second algorithm, some
error filtration still occurs during the state transmission, but it
seems the excess noise �in one phase-space variable� cannot
be made arbitrarily small by adding extra rails.

Gaussian continuous-variable cluster states represent a
practical, readily available resource for small-scale quantum
information processing and quantum computation. This
statement even extends to universal quantum computation,
provided non-Gaussian measurements are included during
the cluster computation. In this paper, we proposed several
schemes for the efficient generation of Gaussian cluster-type
states. The scheme for the creation of canonical cluster states
�first algorithm� is directly applicable to cluster computation,
as the resulting states are identical to those originally pro-
posed for cluster computation �6�. The more general, broader
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class of cluster-type states �second algorithm� reproduces the
quadrature correlations of the canonical states in the limit of
infinite squeezing. It should be further investigated whether
the whole family of Gaussian cluster states, in the case of
finite squeezing, is just as useful for cluster computation as
the canonical states. Moreover, more robust and efficient
methods are still needed in order to avoid the occurrence of

errors induced by the finite squeezing of the Gaussian cluster
states.
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